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Background	  
The Climate Knowledge Brokers (CKB) Group was formed in 2011 at an initial workshop 
held in Eschborn, Germany, to explore the scope for closer collaboration between online 
knowledge brokers working in the climate and development sectors.  Convened by CDKN, 
GIZ and PIK-Potsdam, it brought together thirty five participants from 21 leading web 
initiatives, both global and regional.  The workshop proved highly successful.  It 
demonstrated a keen appetite for closer collaboration and generated a range of ideas on 
how to make this happen in practice. 1 

Setting up the CKB Group was one of the follow-up actions agreed, along with three joint 
projects over the course of the next year, and three ongoing discussion areas. A Steering 
Group was established to guide the process, made up of colleagues from CDKN, GIZ, IDS, 
NREL, REEEP, and UNDP. 

The CKB Group is an informal network and an emerging ‘community of practice’ for 
organisations carrying out knowledge and information work on climate and development.  
The focus is on primarily online initiatives, and those that play an explicit knowledge 
brokerage role, rather than being simply institutional websites.  By design, it cuts across 
different sub-sectors within the climate sphere, so includes initiatives focusing on adaptation, 
mitigation, climate finance, energy, and broader development issues – the aim being to 
encourage productive linkages across these different fields of activity. 

Since the Eschborn Workshop, a number of collaborative activities have already taken place.  
These have included a webinar and workshop on linked open data, a survey of approaches 
used to measure usage and impact, and a workshop covering the challenges of 
communicating uncertainty.   

In autumn 2011, CDKN issued a funding call to encourage collaborative work between 
climate knowledge brokers.  This resulted in seven projects being funded, involving 17 
different initiatives.  These projects are now getting underway and cover a wide range of 
collaborative approaches, from development of technical tools to facilitate data sharing to 
creation of a new reporting network in the Amazon region. 

It was agreed in Eschborn that arranging a follow-up workshop in 2012 would be helpful, and 
that holding this in Germany close to the UNFCCC meetings would again be the most 
practical option. 

The 2012 Workshop will be held in Bonn from 18-20 May, during the middle weekend of the 
UNFCCC inter-sessionals.  Once again it will be hosted by GIZ and co-sponsored by CDKN, 
and GIZ.  

                                                
1 A full report of the 2011 Workshop can be found on the CKB shared webspace. 
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Workshop	  Objectives	  
The overall objective of the 2012 CKB Workshop is to forge closer collaborative links 
between climate knowledge brokers working in the climate and development area.  The 
ultimate aim is to improve access to reliable information and robust methods for those 
working in these sectors, particularly in developing countries, and to enhance their ability to 
share lessons and experience.  Specific workshop objectives are to: 

• Report back on the collaborative work that has been undertaken over the previous 
year, including the new projects now underway. 

• Provide a space to engage with peers to discuss challenges and share ideas. 

• Make progress on a number of specific collaborative initiatives. 

• Take advantage of the UNFCCC meetings in Bonn to engage with a cross-section of 
information users in order to better understand their needs and constraints. 

• Raise the profile of climate knowledge brokers, the important role they play, and the 
services they provide. 

• Agree an action plan for the CKB Group for the coming year. 

Format/Structure	  
As with last year’s event, the format will be participative.  Time for will be set aside for 
informal conversations and working groups, and session will be facilitated to ensure 
participants all have a chance to engage.  

An outline agenda is attached (see Annex A).  Details will be developed by the CKB Steering 
Group over the coming month.   

Participants	  
The plan is to keep the group to a workable size by limiting participation to around 35-40 
people.  Invitations will be sent to the current CKB Group, which has grown since the first 
workshop and now has around 25-30 initiatives represented.  In addition, invitations will be 
sent to a number of other initiatives that the Steering Group feels would have an important 
contribution to make (see Annex B for a draft invitation list). 

The target audience will be project managers – those with hands-on experience, and 
responsibility for strategy and delivery.   

Engaging	  with	  users	  
A wider group of around 50 additional people will be invited to the Saturday afternoon 
session, which will focus on understanding users’ information needs.  The session will 
provide CKB initiatives with an insight into the challenges users face in accessing relevant 
information, while providing invited users with first-hand exposure to some of the leading 
climate information providers.  We hope it will be a fruitful encounter. 

CKB participants are encouraged to recommend individuals to be invited to this session.  
The focus is on existing or potential target users of our services, especially those from 
developing countries.  It is aimed at those who will already be in Bonn for the UNFCCC 
event and related meetings, as there is no funding to cover travel for these individuals.   
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Please send suggestions on individual to invite as soon as possible to Sissy Sepp at GIZ 
(sissy.sepp@giz.de).   

 

Registration	  

A registration form is attached to the invitation email.  These should be completed by Friday 
20 April 2012, and returned to Sissy Sepp at GIZ (sissy.sepp@giz.de ). 

Preparation	  by	  participants	  
To make best use of the limited time we have together, participants are asked to prepare for 
the workshop as follows: 

a) Preliminary collaboration survey 

Ahead of the Workshop, participants are asked to fill in a simple online survey to assess the 
current level of collaboration be different CKB initiatives.  This builds on the baseline survey 
carried out during the 2011 CKB Workshop and is designed to show changes over time. It 
also probes some of the incentives and barriers to closer collaboration.  You can access the 
survey via this link.   

To allow time for analysis, please complete this survey by Monday 30th April.  Results will 
be fed back at the Workshop in May. 

b) Powerpoint presentations 

As there will not be time for individual initiatives to do presentations on their activities and 
plans, they will instead be invited to prepare a powerpoint presentation in advance 
describing their initiative and its key features, including its aims, target audience.  These will 
be loaded onto the CKB shared web space (hosted by OpenEI) ahead of the workshop and  
will provide a valuable resource, both for participants and other interested parties who are 
unable to attend.   

Those who submitted a presentation for last year’s event are encouraged to update it to 
reflect developments since then. 

Presentations should be submitted to Sissy Sepp  at GIZ (sissy.sepp@giz.de) by Monday 
30th April.   

c) Poster presentation 

In addition, participants are invited to bring along a simple poster presentation to display at 
the knowledge market place on the afternoon of Saturday 19th.  This will be a good 
opportunity to engage with information users, and other knowledge brokers.  Pin boards will 
be provided, along with tables to display leaflets and other hand outs.  
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Location/Timing	  
The workshop will be held at the GIZ conference centre in Bonn (street address: Friedrich-
Ebert-Allee 40, 53113 Bonn, Germany). 

It will start with an introductory reception and dinner on the evening of Friday 18th May.  The 
main sessions will be on Saturday 19th and Sunday 20th May.    

Participants will be asked to cover their own travel and accommodation costs, and to make 
their own booking arrangements.  A logistics note with a map showing of the Workshop and 
dinner venues will be circulated to participants once they register  

Workshop	  report	  
A workshop report and short summary paper will be produced after the event to capture the 
main discussions and conclusions.  A rapporteur will be present at the Workshop to make a 
note of discussions as they occur. 

Contact	  Information	  
For more information on the workshop, please contact: 

Geoff Barnard, CDKN 

geoff.barnard@cdkn.org    www.cdkn.org     

 Nana Keunkel, GIZ 

 nana.kuenkel@giz.de    www.giz.de 

 

For information on logistics, please contact: 

Sissy Sepp, GIZ 

sissy.sepp@giz.de   Fax: +49-6196-79 80 2425 

	  

Funding	  for	  the	  workshop	  
This workshop is made possible with the support of the UK Department for International 
Development, the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 
Nuclear Safety, as part of its International Climate Initiative (ICI), and the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the Netherlands. 
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Annex	  A:	  	  Outline	  Agenda	  for	  the	  2012	  CKB	  Workshop	  

Timing  Session Focus 

Friday 18 May 
6.00pm 

Welcome reception Welcome, introduce participants (venue t.b.c.) 

 Dinner Informal dinner for participants 

Sat 19 May 
Morning 

Introduction Objective setting, framing the context of the 
workshop, outlining the agenda 

 What’s changed 
since we last met?  

Participatory session to share developments/ updates  
- Changes in CC landscape 
- Changes in KB thinking/technologies 

practice/players 
- Who’s new in the room 

Rapid update on progress on joint projects and 
collaborations  

Lunch Market place  Lunch with “information users”  - networking etc  

Afternoon Understanding 
demand 

Open session involving a cross section of invited 
‘information users’ present at the Bonn talks to be run 
by IISD/IDS as part of user needs mapping project 
Ask them to explain their knowledge needs, priorities, 
and constraints 
Expose them to the range of CKB initiatives available 
Draw conclusions on what messages this group of 
users has for the knowledge broker community 

 Dinner  Informal dinner/networking 

Sunday 20 May 
Morning 

Strengthening the 
knowledge 
infrastructure  
 
 
 
 

What would an effective knowledge infrastructure look 
like?    
Exploring interfaces:  how are CKB online platforms 
relating to:   

- Each other at national/regional/international 
levels 

- Training programmes about climate change 
- Other communication channels such as radio, 

print, face-to-face  

Afternoon Looking forward 
 

What areas for future co-operation  
- Extending mapping into mitigation domain and 

other content types (case studies, data sets)  
- Other focus areas to be decided during 

workshop  
Discuss where next for the CKB group – ambitions,  
governance, form, function  

 Next steps Agree specific next steps 
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Annex	  B:	  	  Draft	  Invitation	  List	  for	  the	  2012	  CKB	  Workshop	  

Organisation Platform/Service 

A.  Initiatives involved in 2011 Workshop 
Africa Adapt  
Caribbean Community Climate 
Change Centre  

CDKN  
CIFF MAPS (Scenario Planning Tool) 
Ecosystem Marketplace Ecosystem Marketplace 

GIZ ci-grasp; Inventory of Methods for Climate change 
Adaptation, Energypedia, IMACC (t.b.c.) 

IADB Latin American Carbon Finance Portal  
ICIMOD  
IDS ELDIS 
IISD CRISTAL/Climate-l 
MAPS MAPS Scenario Planning Tool 
NREL CLEAN 
ODI Climate Funds Update 
PIK cigrasp 
REEEP Reegle  
SEI WeAdapt 
SPDA Actualidad Ambiental 
UNDP Climate Tech Wiki 
UNDP/World Bank Climate Finance Options 
UNDP Adaptation Learning Mechanism (ALM) 
UNDP African Adaptation Programme (AAP) 

UNEP Climate Change Adaptation in Asia and Pacific 
(AKP) 

World Bank Climate Change Portal 
WWF ClimatePrep and ALPS 
B. Initiatives that have joined the CKB Group since 2011 
Global Canopy Programme The ReddDesk 
University of Cape Town (CSAG) Climate Information Portal 
Internews/O Eco  
C. Other initiatives to be invited*  
IRENA  
World Bank Institute Climate Change Practice 
UNITAR CC-Learn 
Others (to be confirmed)*  

* Suggestions for additional invitees should be sent to the Workshop organisers. 


